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Product Description: Summary Description

Sheet A.1 Definition and usage

Product
Name Surface Reflectance 25m Geomedian 2.0.0

Title SR_GEOMEDIAN_25_2.0.0

Product
Overview Surface reflectance geometric median products are derived from the Surface Reflectance (SR) products

such as SR-N_25_2.0.0 and SR-NT_25_2.0.0, and provide stat ist ical summaries of SR over specified
periods (epochs). The geometric median (geomedian) provides a high dimensional median value (the
median of a mult i-dimensional dataset rather than the basic median) of earth observations for a
specified epoch, and as such gives a representation of the middle of surface reflectance over the t ime
period. This is a synthetic representation of a t ime series rather than an actual observed pixel. A benefit
of the geomedian is that is stat ist ically robust, and may be used for further analyses.

The geomedian (Roberts et al 2017) is used in preference to the mean, as the mean can be adversely
effected by extrema whereas the median is less sensit ive to outliers. The geomedian is used in
preference to the basic median, as it  preserves the physical relat ionship between spectral
measurements which the basic median does not. The geometric median is used in preference to the
medoid (Flood 2013) where a low noise composite is required. Where the provenance of each pixel in a
composite is required the medoid is the preferred method and the geomedian should not be used.

The input data used to calculate the geomedian are filtered to remove poor quality observations
including cloud, cloud shadow, band saturation (of any band) using the Pixel Quality Assessment (PQA)
product. To account for satellite availability and status the stat ist ics are calculated using the following
satellites/sensors for the following periods of t ime:

1988-1999 : Landsat 5
2000-2003 : Landsat 7
2004-2007 : Landsat 5 and Landsat 7 (as separate geomedian products)
2008: Landsat 7
2009-2011: Landsat 5 and Landsat 7 (as separate geomedian products)
2012 : Landsat 7
2013 onward : Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 (as separate geomedian products)

Product
Features The annual geomedian product provides the median surface reflectance of observations per pixel for

each calendar year. The geomedian is a synthetic value as opposed to an actual observation, and is the
high dimensional median of all reflectance bands of the source dataset for each year. A pixel composite
mosaic created by producing images of geomedian pixels provides a representation of the median
condit ion of the the earth for the area of observation for the t ime period over which the median was
computed.

An advantage of the geomedian over other pixel composit ing techniques is that the geomedian is a
robust stat ist ical measure, enabling further analyses to be undertaken. It  is equivariant under linear
transforms, and hence a suitable product for principal components analyses, Kauth-Thomas Transforms
and other linear analyses common to remote sensing investigations.

The primary uses of geomedian pixel composites are for baselines for change detection, and for broad
regional image composites (such as national and continental mosaics).

Product
Versions 2.0.0

Product
Background Large-scale image composites are increasingly important for a variety of applicat ions such as land cover

mapping, change detection, and the generation of high-quality data to parameterise and validate bio-
physical and geophysical models. A number of composit ing methodologies are being used in remote
sensing in general, however challenges such as maintaining the spectral relat ionship between bands,
mit igating against boundary art ifacts due to mosaicking scenes from different epochs, and ensuring
spatial regularity across the mosaic image st ill exist .

The creation of good composite images is a part icularly important technology since the opening of the
Landsat archive by the United States Geological Survey. The greater availability of satellite imagery has
resulted in demand to provide large regional mosaics that are representative of condit ions over specific
t ime periods while also being free of clouds and other unwanted image noise. One approach is the
st itching together of a number of clear images. Another is the creation of mosaics where pixels from
different epochs are combined based on some algorithm from a t ime series of observations. This ‘pixel
composite’ approach to mosaic generation provides a more consistent result  compared with st itching
clear images due to the improved color balance created by the combining of one-by-one pixel
representative images. Another strength of pixel-based composites is their ability to be automated for
applicat ion to very large data collect ions and t ime series such as national satellite data archives.

The geomedian provides an approach that leverages high-dimensional stat ist ical theory to deliver a
spectrally consistent, artefact-free pixel composite product.

The geomedian is derived from Landsat NBAR surface reflectance data (eg SR-N_25_2.0.0 or SR-
NT_25_2.0.0), and hence consists of surface reflectance data. The data are masked for cloud, shadows
and other image artefacts using the pixel quality product (PQ_25_2.0.0) to help provide as clear a set of

http://cmi.ga.gov.au/sr_geomedian_25_2.0.0


observations as possible from which to calculate the geomedian. The algorithm used to create the
geomedian composites is given in Roberts et al (2017).

Note: the constituent pixels in the geomedian pixel composite mosaics are synthetic, meaning that the
pixels have not been physically observed by the satellite. Rather they are the computed high-
dimensional median of a t ime series of pixels.

Potential
Applications The annual geomedian provides an annual surface reflectance composite for any area of interest within

the area covered by the DEA data cube, up to the entire spatial extent available (continental). It  provides
a cloud-free overview of the middle surface reflectance value for each year and as it  is equivariant (ie a
linear algorithm applied to a geomedian image is equal to a geomedian applied to a set of images on
which the same linear algorithm was applied) can be used in further analyses such as Tasselled Cap,
Principal Components Analysis and Normalised Difference Indices. It  is useful in analyses requiring baseline
condit ions such as change detection.

Expected
Lifespan

Images



B Specification

Sheet B.1 Provenance and Algorithms

Data
Sources 1. Level 1 Satellite Imagery

2. Systematic Terrain Correct ion Imagery
3. Ephemeris Data
4. Maximum Satellite View Angle
5. Earth rotat ional angular velocity
6. Earth-sun Distance
7. Spectral Filter
8. MODIS BRDF Shape Function
9. BRDF Database

10. SRTM DSM/DEM data
11. Aerosol Optical Depth
12. Monthly Ozone Imagery
13. Total Water Vapour
14. CO2 Concentrat ion
15. MODTRAN Seasons
16. USGS Ground Control Points (GCP)
17. PQ_25_2.0.0

Major
Algorithms 1. Geometric Median

Processing
Sequence 1. Calculate sun and sensor angles per pixel (Vincenty, 1975; Edberg and Oliver, 2013)

2. Determine values for six base atmospheric parameters across each image scene
3. Derive normalised surface reflectance for sun angle of 45°
4. Ortho-processing using DSM
5. Mask t ile observations for pixel quality
6. Geometric Median

Validation
of

Underlying
Algorithms

Accuracy
and

Limitations
The accuracy of the geomedian is dependent on the accuracy of the underpinning earth observation data.
As the values of the geomedian are synthetic (not observed direct ly by satellite), they cannot be verified
by field work.

To calculate a geomedian representative of clear observations, the majority of the input data must be
clear of clouds, shadows or other issues that can adversely affect an observation. Where a location
experiences more than 50% of t ime under the impact of clouds and shadows (such as areas of Tasmania)
the geomedian can produce an output that is essentially cloud / shadow noise. As such it  is necessary to
use a large enough collect ion of data to enable a clear median to be calculated. To mit igate the impact of
poor quality observations and other artefacts, the input data is first  screened using the Pixel Quality
product (PQ_25_2.0.0), however some poor pixels are likely to st ill be included in the data after screening.
Increasing the period from which observations are included in the input dataset also helps to mit igate the
issue. Where no-data pixels occur in locations that clear observations should occur, the cause is a lack of
clear pixels to populate the geometric median.
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C Availability

Sheet C.1 Licencing and Access

Support Supported

Licencing CC BY Attribution 4.0 International License

Search Tool

Preview
Facility

Ordering
and

Distribution
Commonwealth of Australia (Geoscience Australia)
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